YOUTUBE

Question: How often do you watch YouTube videos?

- WRITING PRACTICE: “Write about an interesting video you saw on YouTube. How many views did it get? Did you like it? Write about what happened in the video.” Use at least 6 of the 15 words on the left.

A advertising n.

C comment n., v.

channel n.

D dislike n., v.

G Google n.

go viral v.

L like n., v.

reply n., v.

R search n., v.

share v.

sign in v.

subscribe v.

U upload n., v.

V videos n.

view n., v.
WRITING PRACTICE: “Write about an interesting video you saw on YouTube. How many views did it get? Did you like it? Write about what happened in the video.” Use at least 6 of the 15 words on the left.